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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel framework to incorporate social regularization for item recommendation. Social regularization grounded
in ideas of homophily and influence appears to capture latent user
preferences. However, there are two key challenges: first, the importance of a specific social link depends on the context and second,
a fundamental result states that we cannot disentangle homophily
and influence from observational data to determine the effect of social inference. Thus we view the attribution problem as inherently
adversarial where we examine two competing hypothesis—social
influence and latent interests—to explain each purchase decision.
We make two contributions. First, we propose a modular, adversarial framework that decouples the architectural choices for
the recommender and social representation models, for social regularization. Second, we overcome degenerate solutions through
an intuitive contextual weighting strategy, that supports an expressive attribution, to ensure informative social associations play
a larger role in regularizing the learned user interest space. Our
results indicate significant gains (5-10% relative Recall@K) over
state-of-the-art baselines across multiple publicly available datasets.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes a novel framework to incorporate social regularization for item recommendation. The motivating idea is to
appropriately leverage social relation structure to capture unseen
user preferences. Social correlation theories such as homophily [24]
and notions of influence or conversely, susceptibility [3, 23] lend
support to the idea of social regularization.
The social recommendation problem has received significant attention in the research community. The social connections among
users (in the form of explicit social networks) and among items
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(such as induced co-occurrence graphs [36]) can play a critical role
in improving recommendation quality in the presence of data sparsity and in addressing long-tail concerns [4, 14, 15]. The use of
homophily encodes the assumption that social connections share
similar preferences [10, 21]. This assumption constrains our ability
to combine user interests and social factors effectively [33]. Exposure models [18, 33] are more nuanced and adopt an exposure
precedes action lens. Each user’s exposure to his contacts’ preferences limits her potential actions. A weakness of the exposure
approach is that it cannot explicitly prioritize specific preferences
originating from different contacts based on the available context.
For instance, Alice may prefer her connection Bob’s suggestions
on books, but follow Mary (another connection) for music. Thus
social contacts can vary in the extent of influence they assert. Their
relative importance depends on a contextual mixture of factors that
we can infer from their interest representations and social structure.
Shalizi and Thomas [29] proved a key negative result—homophily
and influence are fundamentally confounded in observational studies. In other words, we cannot disentangle peer influence from
latent interests using observational data. Thus the attribution problem is inherently adversarial where we examine two competing
hypothesis—social influence and latent interests—to explain each
purchase decision.
The social regularization problem is readily amenable to a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) formulation, whereby the social
and interest factors of each user complete to explain each user’s
observed actions. As a result of such a training process, the most
contextually relevant social information regularizes the interest
space of each user. Furthermore, an adversarial formulation provides a modular framework to decouple the architectural choices
for the recommender and social representation models, enabling a
wide range of recommender applications. Degenerate solutions are
a significant challenge in vanilla GAN implementations that lack a
sufficiently expressive attribution strategy. We overcome this challenge through an intuitive contextual weighting strategy to ensure
informative social associations play a larger role in regularizing the
learned user interest space. Our contributions are as follows:
Modular Adversarial Formulation: To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to address the social recommendation problem with an architecture-agnostic formulation.
In contast to prior work, we integrate state-of-the-art recommender architectures and social representations models.
Expressive Attribution Strategy: We unify the interest and social distributions of users by contextually attributing their
purchase decisions across these two representations. Thus,
we incorporate diversity across users’ social links and the varied impact of each link on their purchase decisions, enabling
a more expressive interest space. Our qualitative analysis
in Section 5 indicates we can preferentially select important
social relations to improve recommendations.

28, 31] with diverse link semantics. Our work unifies these two
lines of work. While we address the weaknesses of static social
integration models with a dynamic contextual regularization approach, our primary focus is to enable diverse recommenders to
effortlessly integrate with the most suitable social models, enabling
more interesting and relevant recommendations.
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Figure 1: Social contacts and item histories of users must be
contextually weighted to evaluate their potential impact on
future purchases
Robust Experimental Results: We integrate three state-of-theart social-agnostic recommender models in our adversarial framework and observe significant gains with adversarial training across multiple public datasets (4-10% relative
Recall@K). Further, we categorize and study the extent of
regularization imposed by social samples. We find that relations between influential users tend to play an important
role in regularizing interests. Further, links across peers (similar levels of activity) are better regularizers than those with
highly active users. Finally, our stochastic optimization approach is resilient to lossy social data.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2 we
discuss related work. We formally define the problem and propose
our approach in Section 3 and Section 4. We then present our
experimental results in Sections 5, perform qualitative analysis of
our model in Section 5.4, Section 5.5, Section 5.6 and discuss it’s
limitations in Section 5.7, finally concluding in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

Historically, matrix factorization (MF) has been the most popular
collaborative filtering approach [22, 25] and forms the basis for
efficient modern recommenders [7] and effective deep-learning
strategies [6, 20, 38]. Prior efforts to integrate social structure in the
latent interest space employed static hypotheses [10, 21] that do
not incorporate additional context. Incorrect prioritization of social
links could hurt recommendation quality. A second line of work has
looked at transfer learning [26], auxiliary facet integration in MF
[17] and trust propagation [9]. While these approaches augment
[22], they are expensive and incompatible with neural methods [6].
More recently, exposure models [18, 33] view user actions as
subsets of their social exposure. However, they do not separate
sources of exposure; an item exposed by a subject expert is likely to
have a greater impact, for instance. Wu et al. [37] propose a multiarmed bandit (MAB) solution to contextually pick one-of-many
factors to explain purchases. Although it incorporates context, it is
intuitive to explore a continuous version of [37] that differentially
combines factors rather than pick just one.
In recent times, neural social-agnostic recommenders obtained
state-of-the-art results with user-item rating information [20, 30, 38].
Further, a wide range of formulations and convolutional models
have been proposed to effectively embed social networks [2, 12,

OUR APPROACH

In this section, we describe relevant preliminaries and formalize
our problem definition. We discuss the implications of structurally
regularizing user representations and provide an intuitive solution
to avoid converging to degenerate solutions. Finally in Section 3.2,
we describe our approach with a modular adversarial framework
for social recommendation.

3.1

Preliminaries

We consider the implicit feedback setting with users U , items I
and binary user-item interaction matrix Z ∈ B |U |×|I | (B = {0, 1}).
Further, N ∈ B |U |×|U | denotes the explicit social link matrix
between the users, we abuse N to denote both, the social network
and its user adjacency matrix. Although we assume undirected
social links, the extension to the directed case is straightforward.
The total number of user-item interactions and social links are
denoted |Z|, |N | respectively.
Latent-factor social recommenders learn the latent social and
item interest representations for each user. Without loss of generality, let us denote the social embedding matrix S ∈ R |U |∗d S and
the interest embeddings X ∈ R |U |∗d X . Note that Xu , Su denote the
rows for user u. Further, we denote item embeddings I ∈ R |I |∗d I .
Given any user embedding matrix E, we can compute user-user
similairities in E’s latent space as,
pE (u, v) ∝ σ (Eu · Ev )

(1)

+ e −x ).

where u, v ∈ U and σ (x ) = 1/(1
The social and interest
embedding spaces S, X model the social neighborhoods and item
interactions of users, and thus induce different user-user proximities
pS , pX when placed in Equation (1). Social regularization of interest
space X is achieved by introducing a shared coordinate structure
between S and X. At the heart of this problem is the choice of a
suitable distance metric in the embedding space. Historically metric
learning approaches have learned effective distance functions in
similarity, distance-based tasks [16], and recently in Collaborative
Filtering [8]. Thus, the question follows,
3.1.1 Can we learn a distance metric to regularize interest
embeddings X with social structure S? Let us consider the embeddings to lie in metric space M with any metric distance measure
DM . This is the most general form with no constraint on the form
of DM . To transfer structure under metric DM , for each user-item
interaction (u, i) ∈ Z we obtain pairwise loss ∥Xu − Ii ∥ DM → 0
(with user interest embeddings X and item embeddings I). Similarly,
for social links (u, v) ∈ N , we obtain ∥Su − Sv ∥ DM → 0 (with
social embeddings S).
When we convert the above pairwise losses to equalities, it is
easy to show that we obtain an over-specified system with only
degenerate solutions (i.e., assigning the same interest embedding
Xu to all u ∈ U) due to the identity property of any DM .

Note the fundamental adversarial nature of the regularization
problem in any metric embedding space. No solution can perfectly
satisfy the above system if any pair of connected users have different item ratings. The continuous loss version of this system
(optimized via gradient methods) moves towards some degenerate
solution with user embeddings Xu collapsing inwards. The resulting loss in expressivity of interest space X causes reduced diversity
in recommendations (especially for users sharing first, second-order
connections in N ). We refer to this as interest space collapse.
3.1.2 Can we transfer the structure of S to X without affecting interest space expressivity? The user-user similarities (or
pairwise proximities) pS (u, v) and pX (u, v) from Equation (1) represent the structures of the embedding spaces S and X. Ideally,
we must converge pS and pX to a meaningful, i.e. non-degenerate
equilibrium to avoid interest space collapse.
We avoid the over-specification problem in section 3.1.1 by introducing pair-specific translations for each pairwise constraint,
i.e, the system is now of the form ∥Su − Sv ∥ DM → w (u, v) where
w is a learned function of the user context. This added expressivity
enables a non-degenerate encoding in interest space X, while retaining a contextually transformed version of the social structure
via w (u, v).
We now describe and motivate our modular stochastic approach
to solve the continuous version of the above regularization problem
in an adversarial framework similar to GANs [5]. Note that social
regularization is naturally amenable to such an approach due to
the competing interest and social spaces. Further, we can socially
regularize any gradient optimizable recommender model with our
approach, agnostic to its architecture.

3.2

Adversarial Social Regularization

The Generator (G) in the GAN framework is a neural model that
synthesizes data samples, yG ∈ Rd , drawn from the source distribution PG (Y) over Rd induced by G. The Discriminator (D) on
the other hand, attempts to construct a decision boundary to distinguish synthetic samples yG drawn from the source distribution
against true (positive labeled) samples drawn from an unknown target distribution. The generator is trained to synthesize data points
that mimic target samples, hence encoding the target distribution.
In our formulation, the social-agnostic base recommender model
learns a scoring function f G (i | u, Z), i ∈ I, u ∈ U to rank items
given u’s history Zu by minimizing continuous, differentiable objective OG over its parameters θG . As a result, it learns the interest
embeddings X, and the source user-user similarity pX (u, v) in the
interest space X (Equation (1)). We will refer to the base recommender as the generator G in our formulation.
On the other hand, social network N induces a target user-user
similarity that the generator must learn to imitate to regularize
its interest space X. To compute the target user-user similarity,
we apply a Graph Auto-Encoder [13] on network N and place the
learned embeddings in Equation (1). We will denote this as p N (u, v),
the target or true user-user similarity from N .
Finally, discriminator D learns an independent social embedding
space S for users separate from social network N . The discriminator
induces social proximity, pS (u, v) of users in its latent social space,
forming the link between the target p N (u, v) and source pX (u, v),

and attempts to move them closer. We highlight two key advantages
of the adversarial regularization strategy —
1) It enables our modular optimization strategy (Section 3.2.1),
providing flexibility in the recommender G and discriminator D’s
architectures. In our experiments, we substitute and show gains for
multiple strong neural recommenders as G with a convolutional
discriminator [12] to capture social representations.
2) We enable pair-specific expressivity in Section 3.2.2 as motivated in section 3.1.2 to provide a wider choice of target pX given
source p N , hence reducing the likelihood of interest-space collapse
and providing contextual social structure integration in X.
3.2.1 Structure Regularization: We propose a robust stochastic
approach to represent source p X and target p N with a finite number of user-user pair samples drawn from each space. We evaluate
the likelihood of each sampled user pair (u,v) with the discriminator embeddings S, i.e., pS (u, v) . Ideally, the discriminator must
assign higher likelihoods to the true-pairs sampled from target
p N (denoted (u + , v + )), and lower likelihoods to fake-pairs sampled
from the source pX (denoted (u − , v − )), while the generator’s goal
is to confuse the discriminator, i.e., maximize expected fake-pair
likelihood E(pS (u − , v − )). Thus, we obtain overall objective O,


O = min max E (u+,v+ )∼pN log pS (u + , v + ) +
X

S



µ.E (u−,v− )∼pX log 1 − pS (u − , v − )

(2)

where µ is the balance parameter. When we optimize O, G learns
X so that fake-pairs (u − , v − ) ∼ pX confuse the discriminator i.e.,
maximize log pS (u − , v − ). Conversely, the discriminator attempts
to maximize expected true-pair likelihood log pS (u + , v + ) and minimize fake-pair likelihood log pS (u − , v − ). The expectations E (u,v )
are averaged over ϵ fake and true-pair samples each (policy-gradient
approximation) [32, 34].
We find in Section 5.5 that the number of fake and true user pair
samples ϵ required for robust convergence is ≤ 2% of the distinct
user pair count (|U | 2 ), enabling much faster training than Coordinate Transfer Learning [26]. Further, our approach is observed
to be robust to lossy social data (Figure 9). We perform stratified
sampling to equally represent all users in the fake and true-pair
sample sets, denoted ϵ− , ϵ+ respectively (|ϵ− | = |ϵ+ | = ϵ).
Equation (2) stochastically moves the user interest structure in
pX closer to p N . However, it may still lead to partial collapse of the
interest space X since it lacks the pairwise expressivity defined in
Section 3.1.2. We now describe an intuitive pair weighting strategy
to enable a wider choice of the target pX by learning to prioritize
the most important parts of p N (contextual social regularization).
3.2.2 User Pair Weighting to Avoid Interest Space Collapse.
In our formulation, interest space collapse can cause G to learn
interest space X with shallow variety, moving towards degenerate
solutions to the Min-Max game in Equation (2). We can prevent
interest space collapse by varying the regularization induced by
each user pair sample, thus increasing model expressivity. This effectively differentiates social and interest context at the pair sample

level, such as close friend links vs. celebrity-follower links, correlation of the interersts of each social contact to a user, expertise etc.
The augmented Min-Max objective is as follows —

where ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product operation. We then compute attention weights for each projector to represent the alignment
of the users under it’s projected dimensions, i.e.,
exp(Xun .Xvn )
an (u, v) = PN
i
i
i=1 exp(Xu .Xv )



O = min max E (u+,v+ )∼pN log pS (u + , v + ) +
X
S


µ.E (u−,v− )∼pX w (u − , v − ) log 1 − pS (u − , v − )
(3)
Note that the above transformation regularizes the product w (u, v)
× pX (u, v) against pS (instead of just pX against pS ), enabling a much
wider choice of X. The contextual weighting function w (u, v) accounts for diverse social relations with varying levels of interest
sharing. Also note that contextually weighting fake-pairs is sufficient to expand the expressivity of X, we do not need to weight
the true-pairs. Thus, w (u, v) needs to be computed only for the ϵ
fake-pairs in sample set ϵ− and adds limited overhead (ϵ ≪ |U | 2 ).

4

MODEL DETAILS

We now describe the architectural details of G, contextual pair
weighting function w (u, v), discriminator D and an alternating
optimization approach to train these modules.

The higher weight an (u, v), stronger the multiplicative cross-factors
for pair (u, v) across dimensions projected by Pn . We then compute
pair alignment vector A(u, v) as a weighted projector sum,
A(u, v) =

Generator Architecture

We limit our assumptions on the generator to the most general hypothesis, namely G learns the user interest embeddings X (and any
other parameters θG ) by optimizing differentiable continuous objective OG . In our experiments, we show gains by socially regularizing
the three best performing neural baselines with our framework.
Fake-pair Sampling: Fake-pairs (u − , v − ) are sampled by first
choosing u − , and then sampling v − ∝ pX (u − , v − ). We stratify the
samples per user, so that each user appears in at least ϵ/|U | pairs.
True pair Sampling: True pairs are representative of the underlying
social network structure. They are sampled similar to the fake
pairs above by replacing the generator embeddings with Graph
Auto-Encoder [13] embeddings from social network N .
We now describe the parametrization of the contextual weighting
function w (u − , v − ).

4.2

Attentive Hadamard Pair Weighting

Multiplicative cross-factors between the context features of a pair of
users are natural indicators of homogeneity and heterogeneity. For
instance, the multiplicative cross-factors across appropriate dimensions of interest embeddings Xu and Xv can help us infer shared
interests and differences between pair (u, v). A similar intuition
generalizes across other user-features.
Towards this transformation, we propose a simple Hadamard
projection approach to achieve low-rank bilinear pooling of user features in the contextual weight function w (u, v). We learn a projector
matrix P ∈ RN ∗dw , where dw is the dimensionality of contextual
user features. Each row of the projector matrix, Pi , i ∈ [1, ..., N ],
represents a unique transformation on the user context. For each
user pair sample (u, v), the input representations are projected as
(using interest embeddings Xu as the contextual features) —
Xui = Xu ⊙ Pi , Xvi = Xv ⊙ Pi

an (u, v)Pn

n=1

Alignment vector A(u, v) denotes the nature of the relation between
users (u, v). It is then transformed to the pair weight value w (u, v)
through a single feed-forward layer. Additionally, we introduce a
batch sparsity regularizer across the N projectors to incentivize
sparsity and hence diversity in their projected dimensions.
There is a loss in expressivity moving from A(u, v) to weight
w (u, v) for a user pair. We can address this by transforming each
projection and their interactions separately to obtain a fine-grained
joint expression. We leave this investigation to future work.

4.3
4.1

N
X

Discriminator Architecture

The discriminator architecture D learns social representations S by
optimizing the Min-Max objective in eq. (3). It hence parametrizes
the proximity pS (u, v). We explore a few simple architectural choices
to keep the computational overhead to a minimum—
• Inner Product Discriminator: The inner product discriminator parametrizes the likelihood pS (u, v) as 1/(1 + e −Su .Sv ). We
T
also expore a bilinear form pS (u, v) = 1/(1 + e −(Su ) WB Sv ). Thus
the embeddings S (and bilinear weight parameter WB ) are learned
directly by optimizing eq. (3) with these functional forms of pS .
• MLP: We apply a RelU bi-layer perceptron to encode the normalized Laplacian matrix L of the social network N to the latent
1
1
social embeddings S. Note that L = I − D− /2 AD /2 where A and
D denote the adjacency and degree matrices of N . Once again,
pS (u, v) = 1/(1 + e −Su .Sv ) where Su = MLP(Lu ).
• Graph Convolutional Network: The convolution operations
on the social network S is given by the product of input user
features Fu ∈ Rn with learned filter дθ in the fourier domain,
дθ ∗ Fu = дθ (QΛQT )Fu = Qдθ (Λ)QT Fu
where rows of Q are the eigenvectors of Laplacian L.
To circumvent the expensive eigen-decomposition of the Laplacian, Defferrard et al. [1] proposed to approximate filter дθ (Λ)
with truncated Chebyshev polynomials Tk (x ) to the k th order. This
approximation results in k-localization, i.e. node representations
incorporate k-hop neighborhoods. Kipf and Welling [12] further
simplified this to a first-order linear form (GCN). We stack k GCN
layers to condition S on the k-hop social neighborhoods of users.
The feature inputs to the k th GCN layer are the user representations from the previous layer, Fk−1 ∈ R |U |×dk −1 , where dk −1 is the
dimensionality of the (k-1)th GCN layer. Thus,
Fk = σ (ÂFk −1 W), Â = D−1/2 ÂD−1/2 + I

Figure 2: Architecture diagram illustrating the model components and computation of the loss terms that appear in the adversarial objective in Equation (3). We do not place any restrictions on the architecture of recommender G.
Note that inputs F0 are the node features of the users in N .
We used one-hot feature inputs in our experiments. The social
embedding matrix S is k th layer ouput i.e., S = Fk . Thus,
k

k

pS (u, v) = 1/(1 + e −Fu .Fv )
We set the dimensions of all GCN layers F k and social embeddings S to the same value d S . In our experiments we find two and
three layer GCNs (k=2,3) to significantly outperform the Innerproduct and MLP variants. Although we expect further improvements with architectures such as Graph Attention [31], we leave
this investigation to future work.

4.4

Model Optimization

We now describe our alternation optimization approach and the
specific objective functions for each of the previous three modules. The optimization objective for each module is obtained by
separating out the relevant terms from Equation (3).
4.4.1 Generator Objective: In the absence of our adversarial framework, recommender (generator) G optimizes OG to learn X and
associated parameters θ D . The adversarial term optimizes the discriminator likelihood of G’s fake-pair samples,


λX
X, θ D = arg min *.OG +
w (u − , v − ) log 1 − pS (u − , v − ) +/
ϵ ϵ
X,ϕ
−
,
(4)
Note that constant λ controls the adversary weight (i.e., overall
regularization strength). Also note that minimizing
the second


term is equivalent to maximizing w (u − , v − ) log pS (u − , v − ) . The

generator updates X to increase the likelihood of generating fakepairs with higher contextual weights and discriminator likelihoods.
4.4.2 Discriminator Objective: The discriminator learns social
space S and associated parameters θ D , to maximize the similarity
or likelihood pS of the true-pairs and minimize that of the fake-pairs
sampled from the generator’s interest space X,

S, ϕ = arg max
S,ϕ‘

1 X

log pS (u + , v + ) +
ϵ ϵ
+


µX
w (u−,v− ) log 1 − pS (u − , v − )
ϵ ϵ

(5)

−

As a result, the discriminator progressively learns finer distinctions between samples from pX and p N . In response, G selectively
embeds the social structure to generate harder fake-pair samples.
Note that pair weighting enables, in theory, an infinitely wide choice
for pX to differ from p N . In practice however, model expressivity
depends on the context features provided to the weighting module.
4.4.3 Pair Weighting Objective: The Hadamard network learns to
prioritize pairs that result in minimizing G’s loss while keeping
X, S fixed. This translates to the following objective.
N
X


λX
P, θw = arg min *
w (u − , v − ) log 1 − pS (u − , v − ) + +
∥Pn ∥2
P,θ w
,ϵ ϵ
- n=1
(6)

We impose group Lasso (each Pn is a group) regularization to avoid
over-fitting and incentivize sparse projectors. By combining objectives section 4.4.1, eq. (5), eq. (6) we can re-obtain eq. (3) with minor
modifications. Each module is trained alternately holding the other
two constant via ADAM gradient updates [11].
Computational Complexity: On the whole, our model complexity is O (G) + O (|N | × d S ) + O (ϵ × N × dw ), where O (G) is
the recommender complexity, |N | is the social link count, N is the
number of Hadamard projectors, d S the social space dimensionality,
dw the user context feature dimensionality and ϵ is the fake/truepair sample count. In practice, our modules are highly parellel and
discriminator D is implemented with sparse optimizations [12].
In practice, the discriminator D and pair weight module w (u, v)
add 50% overhead to train Auto-Encoder based recommenders
[20, 38] (less percentage overhead for more complex recommender

architectures), if the dimensions of S, X are equal, i.e., d S = d X . The
overheads are reduced further if d S < d X .

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present extensive quantitative and qualitative
analysis of our model. We begin by introducing datasets and baseline methods in Section 5.1, followed by the primary recommendation task in Section 5.2, and quantitative results by integrating three
diverse neural recommenders in our framework (Table 1). Then
in Section 5.3, we analyze the user segments where our model exhibits gains, and study the pair samples that were important in the
model’s learning process in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5 we examine
two important questions: Q1—What is the effect of adversary weight
λ on interest space collapse and does this depend on the generator
architecture? and Q2—Is adversarial training robust to missing social
or item history user data? Finally, we analyze parameter sensitivity
in Section 5.6 and discuss limitations in Section 5.7.

5.1

Datasets and Baselines

We evaluated all models over five publicly available datasets, Delicious, Ciao, Epinions, Ask-Ubuntu and Yelp.
Ciao1 : The Ciao dataset contains user’s ratings on DVDs, the user
social network and DVD category data.
Epinions1 : The Epinions dataset provides user ratings to purchased items, the user social network, and item categories.
Ask-Ubuntu2 : Ask-Ubuntu is a popular online Q&A forum. We
predict tags for users’ posts. Social links are interactions
between users via comments, answers or edits.
Delicious3 : The Delicious dataset contains user bookmarks, social
links, and tags. We predict bookmarks in our experiments.
Yelp4 : The Yelp dataset contains user ratings to restaurants and
their social network.
We pre-process smaller datasets (Ciao, Epinions, Delicious) to retain
users and items with 10 or move reviews. For Ask-Ubuntu and Yelp,
we set the threshold to 30. We compare our framework against
recent state-of-the-art baselines. We present gains by integrating
the three strongest social-agnostic recommender baselines as the
generators in our framework.
BPR [27]: BPR is a first-cut baseline for all implicit feedback recommendation methods.
SBPR [39]: SBPR aguments personalized ranking by assuming
users assign higher ranks to their friends’ preferences.
NCF [6]: NCF is a state-of-the-art neural ranking model combining
matrix factorization and neural representation learning. NCF
outperforms most conventional baselines.
SNCF: We modify NCF by concatenating social network embedding representations (as in [30]) in the neural inputs. We
refer to this variant as Social NCF (SNCF).
Social-GCN [35]: Social-GCN convolves user neighbor features
and optimizes a personalized ranking objective function.
1 https://www.cse.msu.edu/

tangjili/datasetcode/truststudy.htm

2 https://archive.org/details/stackexchange

SEREC [33]: SEREC assumes users are exposed to items reviewed
by their contacts, some leading to purchases. SEREC is competitive on most datasets due to its flexible item choices.
CB [37]: Contextual-Bandit (CB) uses dual graph-attention networks to compute user interest and social embeddings, and
selects one of the factors to explain each purchase.
DAE [38]: Denoising Auto-Encoders learn a low-dimensional user
interest representation by decoding a noised version of his
item history. We incorporate DAE as an adversarial variant.
VAE-CF [20]: Variational Auto-Encoders eliminate noisy inputs
by introducing stochasticity in the user interest space. We
incorporate VAE and evaluate its gains in our framework.
LRML [30]: LRML is a memory network architecture to learn
relation vectors between user-item pairs. We incorporate
LRML in our adversarial framework.
We tested our framework by incorporating DAE, VAE-CF and
LRML as generators G in our framework. We refer to these variants
as Asr-DAE, Asr-VAE and Asr-LRML (Asr denotes adversarial
social regularization). Experiments were performed on a Nvidia
Tesla V100 GPU with TensorFlow implementations on the Linux
platform. Our implementations will be made publicly available5 .

5.2

Recommendation

To evaluate the performance of the recommender models listed
above, we compute the N DCG@K (N@K) and Recall@K (R@K)
metrics [19]. Recall@K is a measure of the percentage of relevant
items in the top-K recommendations to each user; it considers true
and false positives in the list and is thus more descriptive than
Precision. The N DCG@K metric is position sensitive and considers
the order of the ranked list against the ideal case (only relevant
items placed at the top). We evaluate each ranked list at K = 20, 50
(Table 1).
We randomly split each dataset into Training (80%), Validation
(10%) and Test (10%). We tune the baselines with parameter ranges
centered at the author provided values, to obtain the best performance on our datasets. For fair comparison, we set the representation dimensions to 128 for all models. For our model, adversary
weight λ, balance µ were both tuned in the range (0, 10] and we set
Hadamard projectors N = 10 across all experiments.
Comparative Analysis : We make several observations from
the experimental results obtained with the baseline recommenders
and our adversarial variants (Table 1). First, conventional social
recommenders are outperformed by social-agnostic neural methods
that efficiently leverage the rating information. Non-linear transformations of ineterest representations are more expressive than
linear or bi-linear operations [6].
Second, expressive interest spaces (like in DAE [38]) benefit
more from social regularization than conventional interest representations. The gains achieved by integrating neural models in our
framework are stronger than those adding social information to
older methods (e.g., R@50 gains of SBPR vs BPR are smaller on
average than those of Asr-VAE vs VAE). Also, note that a direct integration of pre-trained embeddings (as in SNCF) does not produce
a noticeable gain in performance. Pre-trained graph embeddings

3 https://grouplens.org/datasets/hetrec-2011/
4 https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge

5 https://github.com/CrowdDynamicsLab/Adversarial-Social-Recommendation

Method

Epinions
R@20 N@20 R@50 N@50

Smaller Datasets
Ciao
R@20 N@20 R@50 N@50

Delicious
R@20 N@20 R@50 N@50

Larger Datasets
Ask-Ubuntu
Yelp
R@20 N@20 R@50 N@50
R@20 N@20 R@50 N@50

Social-Agnostic Recommenders
BPR [27]
NCF [6]
DAE [38]
VAE-CF [20]
LRML [30]

0.264
0.310
0.324
0.336
0.329

0.141
0.138
0.164
0.161
0.173

0.440
0.462
0.498
0.510
0.509

0.176
0.181
0.198
0.204
0.219

0.232
0.282
0.290
0.299
0.317

0.128
0.147
0.143
0.152
0.165

0.428
0.471
0.493
0.496
0.526

0.162
0.193
0.191
0.197
0.206

0.363
0.498
0.572
0.585
0.482

0.271
0.283
0.340
0.327
0.310

0.590
0.753
0.762
0.771
0.698

0.328
0.401
0.393
0.416
0.384

0.377
0.420
0.416
0.408
0.405

0.199
0.215
0.301
0.317
0.366

0.514
0.538
0.569
0.576
0.564

0.264
0.281
0.392
0.383
0.405

0.228
0.196
0.270
0.281
0.272

0.125
0.118
0.158
0.164
0.160

0.431
0.488
0.473
0.479
0.483

0.170
0.209
0.213
0.208
0.196

0.368
0.414
0.397
0.399
0.415

0.206
0.371
0.343
0.365
0.362

0.528
0.541
0.526
0.559
0.584

0.287
0.403
0.395
0.382
0.414

0.230
0.198
0.288
0.282
0.306

0.143
0.103
0.160
0.154
0.173

0.449
0.493
0.492
0.471
0.508

0.196
0.202
0.176
0.196
0.211

Social Recommenders
SBPR [39]
SNCF
SGCN [35]
CB [37]
SEREC [33]

0.271
0.306
0.318
0.337
0.348

0.138
0.189
0.153
0.171
0.167

0.446
0.468
0.481
0.436
0.496

0.185
0.202
0.198
0.202
0.213

0.217
0.284
0.275
0.288
0.303

0.140
0.151
0.142
0.153
0.158

0.439
0.478
0.470
0.491
0.513

0.174
0.196
0.179
0.180
0.202

0.381
0.520
0.546
0.572
0.589

0.292
0.296
0.295
0.287
0.314

0.625
0.747
0.718
0.753
0.762

0.362
0.380
0.401
0.384
0.398

Adversarial Social Recommenders (Ours)
Asr-DAE
Asr-VAE
Asr-LRML

0.339 0.168 0.513 0.207
0.358 0.173 0.532 0.216
0.340 0.166 0.527 0.220

0.301 0.144 0.519 0.189
0.312 0.138 0.528 0.196
0.328 0.160 0.544 0.214

0.603 0.322 0.784 0.418
0.617 0.379 0.797 0.442
0.495 0.357 0.743 0.426

0.434 0.347 0.585 0.412
0.431 0.350 0.592 0.401
0.411 0.375 0.578 0.419

0.272 0.158 0.489 0.201
0.298 0.161 0.496 0.218
0.287 0.172 0.481 0.233

*

The Asr variants denote the DAE, VAE-CF and LRML base models integrated as the generator in our adversarial framework. Our model can substitute recommender (generator) and
discriminator architectures owing to the modular formulation. The performance numbers in bold numerals indicate statistically significant gains over the second best model at p = 0.05.
When there are two or more strong performers under a specific metric, we underline them. Our adversarial variants exhibit strong gains over competing social recommenders as well as their
respective base models.

Table 1: R@K and N @K denote the Recall and NDCG metrics for all models. Our models outperform competing baselines by upto 35% Recall@50
and 25% NDCG@50. Asr-VAE was found to be the best overall model.

cannot contextually distinguish the influence of a user’s neighbors
by their interests.
We find our adversarial variants and SEREC to outperform
older social recommender baselines by significant margins. While
SEREC permits for the exposed item set to be prioritized differently,
CB [37] flexibly attributes puchases, however picking a single factor
(interest vs social) instead of a contextual combination. Asr-VAE
was found to achieve the best overall performance. The VAE user
representations are inherently stochastic unlike DAE and LRML,
we also observed greater recommendation diversity (less interest
space collapse) with Asr-VAE (Section 5.5).
Neighbor Diversity: Unlike exposure models, we condition
each item on the specific social context i.e., a phone exposed by an
android expert has a greater effect than from other social contacts.
To verify this, we measure the diversity of each user’s friends. As
an example, if a user’s four friends have 5, 10, 15, and 20 items, their
item distribution is (5/50, 10/50, 15/50, 20/50). We estimate the KLdivergence of this distribution against the uniform case to measure
diversity. We then split all users into four quartiles based on their
neighbor diversity (Q4 has users with high neighbor diversity), and
compare R@50 relative gains of Asr-VAE over SEREC on samples
from each quartile. Ideally, we expect our model to make gains
on later quartiles since context is more important to distinguish
diverse social contacts.
Neighbor Diversity Quartile

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

% Gain R@50 (Asr-VAE vs SEREC)

3.82% 3.16% 3.45% 4.23%

Table 2: Performace gains of Asr-VAE against SEREC on user
neighbor diversity. We see stronger gains for Q4 (high neighbor item-count diversity)

5.3

Interpreting our Results

We now study our results more closely to understand the source
of Asr-VAE’s gains over base recommender VAE. We observe the
R@50 performance values of Asr-VAE against the base recommender VAE to observe the source of our gains. We analyze users
along three axes Item Count Quartile: We separate the test users into 4 quartiles
based on the number of items in their histories.
Social Links Quartile: We again separate test users into 4 quartiles depending on their social link counts.
User Coherence Quartile: We define user coherence as the mean
pair-wise correlation of item categories purchased by the
user. Thus if a user were to purchase items that are often
bought together, he receives greater coherence. We partition
test users in 4 quartiles by coherence scores. We can compute
coherence only for the Epinions and Ciao datasets.
We first study the overall performance variations and performance gains for users in different social and item count quartiles.
Overall Results: The heatmaps on the left in Figure 3, Figure 4
indicate the performance (R@50) achieved by Asr-VAE for users
grouped under each quartile (Q1 - Lower values), averaged over
the smaller and larger datasets respectively. We observe weaker
performance for users at the bottom-left of the plot (i.e., users with
sparse links and items). For the small datasets, stronger results
appear at the other three corners (i.e., users who have either have
a long item history, or several social connections). On the large
datasets, results are concentrated towards users with greater link
counts (social link quartiles Q3 and Q4). These gains are consistent
with our intuitions, users with a large item history obtain accurate

(a) Asr-VAE Recall @50

(b) % Gain Asr-VAE vs VAE R@50

Figure 3: Overall Performance and Percentage Gains of AsrVAE (by R@50), measured across social link count and item
count user quartiles (Q1 = lowest values, Q4 = highest values).
Heatmap values are averaged over the smaller datasets (Ciao,
Epinions, Delicious)

(a) Asr-VAE Recall @50

(b) Large Datasets (Ask-Ubuntu, Yelp)

(b) % Gain Asr-VAE vs VAE R@50

Figure 4: Overall Performance and Percentage Gains of AsrVAE (R@50), mean over larger datasets (Ask-Ubuntu, Yelp)
interest representations while those with more social links can
socially regularize their interest embeddings.
Difference between Asr-VAE and VAE-CF: The heatmaps on
the right of each figure (Figure 3, Figure 4) indicate the relative performance gains of Asr-VAE against its base recommender VAE for
users in the respective quartiles. We observe stronger performance
gains in the bottom half of each heatmap, indicating improvements
for users in the 25% and 50% item quartiles (i.e., users with sparse
interest representations). As expected, social regularization benefits users with limited purchase histories. Surprisingly, we also see
gains in the bottom left corner for the smaller datasets. It is feasible
that users in these quartiles have fewer informative social links
(since the datasets are smaller), making gains in Asr-VAE vs VAE.

5.4

(a) Smaller Datasets (Ciao, Epinions, Del)

Figure 5: We measure the Pair-Weight allocations to sampled pairs of users by our weight module. The x and y-axis
denote the social link count quartiles of each user in pair
(User-1, User-2), Q1 contains the lower values. E.g., The topright box of the heatmap is the average weight alloted to
samples where both users have many social links (Q4, Q4)

Pair-Weight Allocations

The Hadamard projection vectors in our weighting function w (u, v)
are hard to interpret, since we do not know what each latent dimension is, however pair weights assigned to pair samples can be
aggregated to analyze the training process.
We observe from Figure 5, Figure 6 that our model prioritizes
pairs of users where both users have numerous social connections or
longer item histories to regularize their neighborhoods. Intuitively,
pair samples where both users are influencers or prolific consumers,
are likely to be regularize their social and interest neighborhoods
respectively (they may act as cluster centers). We observe a similar
trend against user coherences in the Ciao dataset (Figure 7). In
epinions, the model also prioritizes quartiles where one user in a
pair has more coherent purchases than the other (note that we can
only compute coherence for the Ciao, Epinions datasets using their
item category labels).
Finally, we also analyze pair weights by considering differences
within user pairs. We look at the difference in the number of social

(a) Small Datasets (Ciao, Epinions, Del)

(b) Large Datasets (Ask-Ubuntu, Yelp)

Figure 6: We create these heatmaps similar to Figure 5 with
user item count quartiles, i.e., Q4 denotes long item histories

(a) Ciao dataset

(b) Epinions dataset

Figure 7: Pair weights against user coherence for pair samples in the Ciao and Epinions datasets
counts and length of item histories of the two users. Figure 8 indicates a slight drop in pair weights at the extreme right of each
plot (large difference in social link count). Such connections are unlikely to represent friend-friend links and hence may not effectively
regularize preferences. However, in Yelp, Ask-Ubuntu we observe a
more uniform distribution of pair weights, potentially due to the
information-seeking requirements of users on these websites.

5.5

Robustness and Interest Space Collapse

We study the robustness of each adversarial model to lossy data
by separately sub-sampling the social links and item ratings of
each user in the respective training sets (Figure 9). Performance is
measured as a fraction of the peak performance (e.g., 0.98 indicates
the model degraded by 2%). We observe an average performance
degradation ≤ 3% by R@50 with 10% item ratings dropped and ≤
6% at 20% drop, indicating our models are fairly robust to lossy item
ratings. Asr-LRML shows a slightly steeper drop compared to the

(a) Small Datasets (Ciao, Epinions, Del)

(b) Large Datasets (Ask-Ubuntu, Yelp)

Figure 8: Each pair sample (User 1, User 2) is binned in quartiles by item and social link count differences between the
two users. We then plot the average pair weights assigned to
the pair samples within the respective quantiles.

(a) Performance with Item Drop

(b) And Social Link Drop

Figure 9: We observe ≤ 6% R@50 degradation at 20% item
drop indicating our models are fairly robust in practice.
Dropping social links results in much smaller performance
drops, indicating the effectiveness of stochastic user pair
sampling. Performance values are averaged across datasets.

Figure 11: Asr-VAE is fairly robust in a wide range of values
(≤ 2.5% R@50 variation). λ is varied as multiples of the best
performing value λopt , larger multiples result in a performance drop. Robust performance is obtained for user pair
sample count ϵ = 0.02|U | 2 , further samples provide small
gains (≤ 1%). R@50 values are averaged across datasets.
measure recommendation diversity as the union of their top-50
recommendations. λopt indicates the optimal λ setting by R@50 for
each dataset. As λ is varied, the variation in diversity is measured
as a percentage of the largest union set obtained (i.e., less diversity
implies a smaller union set and hence lower percentage).
In general, larger values of λ result in less diverse recommendations. Asr-VAE’s recommendations are slightly more diverse at
greater values of λ owing to the stochasticity of the user representations in the VAE generator. On the opposite end, smaller multiples
of λ also produce lower recommendation diversity by over-fitting
to the supervised loss term OG in the generator objective in Equation (4). Values close to λopt produce the most diverse set of top-50
recommendations.

5.6

Figure 10: Recommendation diversity is observed to drop on
either side of λopt , but due to different causes. The smaller
λ multiples result in overfitting to the supervised term OG ,
while larger multiple result in interest space collapse, i.e.,
less diverse recommendations to socially clustered users. Diversity values are averaged across datasets.
auto-encoder variants. Further, we observe our models are highly
robust to social link drop, degrading by 5% R@50 even with 50%
social links dropped, owing to their stochastic pair sample based
gradient updates.
We also analyze the effect of adversary weight λ on the diversity of items recommended to users (Figure 10). Specifically, we
apply k-means clustering to the GAE [13] embeddings for each
social network, pick the median user cluster by average degree and

Parameter Sensitivity

In this section, we study the sensitivity of our model to two key
parameter values, first the adversary weight λ, and second the user
pair sample count ϵ (Section 5.6) measured as a fraction of the total
number of unique user pairs (e.g., 5% denotes 0.05 × U 2 ).
Varying the adversary weight λ results in a performance drop on
either side of the optimal value. We find ϵ = 0.02 × U 2 to provide
an efficient tradeoff between compute-cost and performance. In
practice ϵ does not significantly change the overall compute time,
since the pair weight module is inexpensive. Also note that λopt
varies across datasets, with values on either side of λopt resulting
in weaker and less diverse recommendations (Figure 10).

5.7

Limitations

We identify a few key limitations of our model. First, although the
model performance is stable around multiples of the optimal values
of λopt , the optimal weight varies across datasets and applications.
The optimal strength of social regularization depends on the data
semantics as well the generator and discriminator architectures.
Second, the pair-weighting strategy performs best when the provided context features are meaningfully correlated to the interests
and social indicators of users. Thus, depending on the application,
context features should be picked to enhance social inference and
prevent loss of diversity in the generated recommendations.

6

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an approach to integrate the social network
between users to improve the quality of their recommendations.
Unlike prior work, we adopt a modular architecture-agnostic framework enabling a broad range of recommender applications. Further,
we show that a direct application of metric learning approaches
or equivalent formulations could result in interest space collapse.
Our pair weighting approach enhances the expressivity of the user
interest space and permits for contextual integration of their social structure. Extensive experimental results over five real-world
datasets reveal the strengths of our approach.
We identify three rewarding future directions - developing smart
samplers to produce informative fake-pairs to regularize the interest
space, enhancing contextual weighting with a fine-grained combination of the context projections, and finally, developing efficient
and expressive discriminator architectures.
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